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ABSTRACT
Profiling structured beams produced by X-ray free-electron lasers (FELs) is crucial to both maximizing signal
intensity for weakly scattering targets and interpreting their scattering patterns. Earlier ablative imprint studies
describe how to infer the X-ray beam profile from the damage that an attenuated beam inflicts on a substrate.
However, the beams in-situ profile is not directly accessible with imprint studies because the damage profile
could be different from the actual beam profile. On the other hand, although a Shack-Hartmann sensor is
capable of in-situ profiling, its lenses may be quickly damaged at the intense focus of hard X-ray FEL beams.
We describe a new approach that probes the in-situ morphology of the intense FEL focus. By studying the
translations in diffraction patterns from an ensemble of randomly injected sub-micron latex spheres, we were
able to determine the non-Gaussian nature of the intense FEL beam at the Linac Coherent Light Source (SLAC
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National Laboratory) near the FEL focus. We discuss an experimental application of such a beam-profiling
technique, and the limitations we need to overcome before it can be widely applied.
Keywords: aerosols, diffraction, imaging, beam profiling, beam diagnostics, Hartmann sensor, x-ray free-
electron laser, LCLS.
1. INTRODUCTION
The high brilliance of x-ray free-electron lasers (FELs) has enabled a new form of imaging where samples are
immediately destroyed after a brief and intense exposure to pulsed radiation.1–5 With one such laser, the Linac
Coherent Light Source (LCLS),6 hard x-ray pulses reaching peak powers up to 40 GW are focused onto spots
that are several microns across or smaller. Such focused pulses can produce many tens of thousands of scattered
photons from single sub-micron objects. Looking forward, the goal of imaging nanometer-size particles will
certainly benefit from more efficient use of the photon output from x-ray lasers beyond what optical modeling
can accomplish. This may require active feedback between pulse profiling diagnostics and fine adjustments in
upstream optics. For example, collecting statistics on the intensity distribution and phase curvature of focused
pulses can help determine where samples should be injected to maximize their diffraction signal, and how to
interpret them.
2. METHODS FOR PULSE PROFILING
A range of instruments are available to profile intense, hard x-ray FEL pulses. These include ablation imprints,7–9
scintillation crystals or x-ray sensitive Hartmann sensors.10–12 However, high peak intensities of FEL pulses near
their small foci have made this extremely challenging, either because of the potential damage to such instruments
or the difficulty in interpreting their measurements or both.
2.1 In-focus techniques
One could profile focused FEL pulses from the damage it inflicts on substrates once the local irradiation intensity
surpasses their thermal ablation threshold.7 Threshold intensity contour of focused but attenuated single, hard
x-ray pulses were measured from the damage craters they created on poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA).8
Retrieving a pulse’s full intensity profile from the ablation depth in the interior of these craters require that
the absorbed pulse energy be strongly localized, a condition which is more easily met for soft x-ray7 than hard
x-ray FEL pulses.8 PMMA also leads to beam profile truncation below the ablative threshold. The damage
profile imprinted on silicon nitride membranes by polystyrene spheres acting as nano-lenses can help determine









Figure 1. One dimensional phase tilts (wavefront shape) of an FEL pulse (dashed lines) cause the centers of diffraction
patterns to diverge. The disks represent polystyrene spheres that are randomly injected into the page to intercept the
FEL wavefront. The centers of resultant diffraction patterns travel along directions perpendicular to the beam’s wavefront
towards the detector, as indicated by the arrows. By selecting for single-sphere diffraction patterns, we probed each pulse’s
wavefront at only one such hypothetical disk each time. Generalization to two dimensional phase tilts is straightforward.
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2.2 Out-of-focus techniques
Out-of-focus pulse profiling techniques also exist, such as inference from the scintillation profile created by
single defocused pulses on a Cerium-doped Yttrium-Aluminium-Garnet (YAG:Ce) crystal. However, the inten-
sity of a defocused pulse must be attenuated several orders of magnitude to limit the crystal damage. Even
then, irradiance-dependent non-linearities13 may distort the scintillation profile from the desired beam profile.
Such non-linearities are known to cause the scintillation photon yield to change with different incident photon
wavelengths13∗. Hence, absolute intensity measurements will require robust calibration across different photon
energies.
Alternatively, a Hartmann sensor measures both the phase and intensity profile of individual pulses using
an array of lenses that separately focuses local regions of the pulse’s defocused wavefront onto distinct spots
captured on a detector. This is typically done on the defocused beam to increase the sampling density of its
wavefront. When the phase and intensity distribution of this defocused beam is sufficiently sampled, it can be
propagated back to the focal plane of interest. The local phase tilts (wavefront shape) and intensities sampled
by these lenses can be inferred from the offsets and brightness of these focal spots respectively. This has been
applied to attenuated discharge-driven soft x-rays,10 hard x-rays12 and attenuated single FEL pulses in the
extreme ultraviolet and soft x-ray range.11
We note that other potential pulse profiling techniques using phase-retrieval and phase-diversity could also
be explored.14
2.3 Probing pulse focus with random aerosol spheres
A precise morphology of the profiling instrument is often necessary if the unknown features of the pulse is to be
recovered. The diffraction patterns from randomly injected, well-calibrated polystyrene spheres can be sensitive
to the shape of an FEL pulse’s wavefront and its intensity profile even at peak intensities of 1021 W/m2 (1.5
kJ/cm2 per pulse for the most intense pulses in this paper). The working principle is analogous to a Hartmann
sensor with spheres acting as randomly positioned, disposable lenses. Each injected sphere probes a local region
of the FEL pulse that it intercepts: offsets in the center of the resultant diffraction pattern indicate the pulse’s
local wavefront shape or, equivalently, phase tilt (Fig. 1); the brightness of the pattern indicate the pulse’s
local intensity. These measurements are averaged over the finite depth of the pulse stream’s focus, equivalent
to the spot diameter of the spray of spheres (open circle in Fig. 2). Although obtaining the complete profile of
individual pulses is impossible with single spheres, the character of the average FEL pulse can be reconstructed
when many single sphere measurements are combined.
3. EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS
The diffraction imaging experiment for pulse profiling was performed at the Atomic Molecular and Optical
Science beamline15 at the LCLS. X-ray pulses were produced at 60 Hz by the FEL with an average pulse energy
of 2.7 mJ (4.8% pulse-to-pulse r.m.s. variation) while spanning a FWHM pulse duration of approximately 150
fs (measured from the lasing electron bunch). These pulses contained 1.2 keV photons (wavelength 1.0 nm, with
0.28% r.m.s. pulse-to-pulse variation in its average) thus providing a nominal 1.4 × 1013 photons per pulse†,
focused using Kirkpatrick-Baez mirrors to a 10 µm2 spot. Polystyrene spheres (70 nm radius) in solution were
nebulized and injected into the FEL focus with a differentially-pumped aerodynamic lens stack.2, 16, 17 These
spheres were randomly irradiated by FEL pulses in a narrow range of defocus planes spanning only 4.4% of the
FEL pulse’s Rayleigh length (Fig. 2). Diffraction patterns were recorded by a 1024×1024-pixel pnCCD x-ray
detector18 comprising 75×75 µm2 pixels (Fig. 3). The detector readout was recorded at 60 Hz, with one pattern
per pulse whether or not it encountered an injected particle. From these, a software-implemented intensity
filter selected background-subtracted patterns that contained scattering signal (hits), which include single and
∗There would also be photon fluence effects if the ionization density created by intense x-ray pulses greatly exceed the
density of luminescent centers.
†The actual number of photons delivered to the FEL-sample interaction region was only a fraction of this due to optical
losses upstream of the focus.
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multiple coincident spheres‡. More than 2000 hits were collected, with 625 patterns from single spheres that did
not saturate the dynamic range of the detector. Radiation damage to the latex spheres during illumination by
these ultrashort pulses was undetectable at low resolution.
440 Μm diameter
spray of spheres FEL pulse direction
1.8 Μm focus
2 zR
Figure 2. Sample-pulse interaction region. The image is centered on the nominal FEL pulse focus (1.8 µm pulse waist)
and spans twice the pulse’s Rayleigh length zR = 10 mm. FEL pulses travel along the solid horizontal line towards the
right; the empty circle represents the random spray of polystyrene spheres (injected into the page). The intersection of
this spray and the line of pulses define the interaction region, whose location is undetermined but expected to be within
zR of the pulse focus along the line of pulses.
4. DIFFRACTION DATA
4.1 Centering diffraction data
The local phase tilt (wavefront shape) on a pulse that each sphere randomly intercepts caused the resultant
diffraction pattern to translate (one-dimensional illustration in Fig. 1). Each pattern was centered by identifying
the pixel about which the pattern was most azimuthally symmetric. Presumably, a two-dimensional sphere
diffraction pattern will be most compatible with its angular average when the pattern is properly centered.
Using this as a heuristic, azimuthally averaged intensities I(qc) around each candidate center c were computed








log (I(qc)) log (I(qc))

 . (1)
The candidate center with the highest score was taken to be the correct central pixel. The logarithm of the
diffraction intensities were used to increase the sensitivity of this scoring over a wider dynamic range of intensities.
This scoring was done for intensities at small diffraction angles, where each sphere’s high-resolution deviation
from sphericity is least manifest, while constraining the gap between the two detector halves to be 21 pixels (as
estimated from maximizing the fringe visibility in the radial average of the brightest, centered sphere diffraction
patterns). An exhaustive search for candidate centers c was restricted to pixels in a 17×17-pixel region centered
on the nominal center. No patterns had centers beyond a 11×11-pixel region.
4.2 Fitting sphere radii and incident intensities
Centered patterns of single spheres were expected to fit the scalar diffraction intensities§
Isph(q, r) = I0
[




where the magnitude of the spatial frequency q is denoted as q, radius of a polystyrene sphere as r, and the fit
parameter I0 is related to the forward scattering cross section and incident photon fluence. We found both r and
‡The resultant hit rate was 1.6 Hz.
§We only fit to elastic scattering. As such, Born approximation is valid in our case, and there is negligible ‘Ewald
sphere liftoff’ given the spheres’ size and detector geometry. The spheres are also much larger than the photon wavelength,
making Mie theory fits unnecessary.
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Figure 3. Four centered diffraction patterns from different single polystyrene spheres. Each figure shows the logarithm
of the detector counts in the 400×400-pixel central portion of each pattern (counts in grayscale bar). The horizontal
band in the middle of each diffraction patterns is the gap between the two detector panels through which unscattered
photons pass; two darkened quasi-semicircular regions on the detector did not have pixels for similar reasons. Candidate
centers of each pattern were restricted to the 17×17-pixel box in the middle of the pattern, selecting for the center about
which the intensities in the two ‘u-shape’ regions (outlined in red) appear most azimuthally-symmetric. In other words,
the original diffraction pattern is translated to maximize the azimuthal symmetry of the pattern in these ‘u-shape’ pixel
regions, which are fixed in the centered pattern. This causes the darkened quasi-semicircular pixel regions to move about
with respect to these ‘u-shape’ regions.
I0 for each pattern, which also gives us the incident photon intensity Iinc on each sphere. The detector readout
of a single sphere diffraction pattern at spatial frequency q = 0 is expected to be:











where the density of polystyrene ρPSL, provided by the manufacturer, is 1.05 g/cm
3; NA is Avogadro’s constant;
MPSL is the molar weight of polystyrene monomers (C8H8), 104 g/mol; f is the average scattering factor of
polystyrene monomers for 1.2 keV radiation, 58.3; re is the classical electron radius, 2.8 × 10
−15 m; ∆Ω is the
solid angle subtended by each detector pixel, 1.1 × 10−8 steradians; Gdet is the detector’s gain, 7 counts per
photon; and Qeff is its quantum efficiency for 1.2 keV photons, 0.9 efficiency.












r = (69.6 ± 3.3) nm











DMA for 10601 spheres
r = (69.6 ± 3.4) nm
Figure 4. Calibrating the distribution of sphere radii r. Left: centered diffraction patterns of 625 single polystyrene
spheres were fitted to the scalar diffraction model (2) to obtain a radius for each sphere. The histogram of radii is colored
according to the average incident fluence for all the spheres that were sized within each histogram bin (colorbar in Fig.
5). Right: histogram of radii obtained on similar spheres using differential mobility analysis.
We calibrated the average radius of our polystyrene spheres against a separate differential mobility analyzer
(DMA) measurement of polystyrene spheres similar to those used for our diffraction data. A scanning mobility
particle spectrometry (TSI model 3936) was used to characterize the sphere radii distribution. An electrospray
aerosol generator (TSI model 3480) aerosolized solutions of 1.5×1012 to 1.5×1013 polystyrene-spheres/ml pre-
pared in 25 mM ammonium acetate in water. These electrospray droplets were then introduced into a flow
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of 1.5 lpm air and 0.1 lpm CO2 to minimize corona discharge and immediately charge-reduced by exposure
to ionized air created using a 210Po α-source, then allowed to evaporate to dryness, resulting in an aerosol of
discrete aerosolized spheres with a known charge distribution. The charge carried by the spheres was predomi-
nantly zero, while a small fraction was singly-charged (positively or negatively), and an even smaller fraction was
doubly-charged. The size-polydisperse spheres passed into a differential mobility analyzer (DMA) (TSI, model
3081) via a conductive silicone tube and were size-classified based on their electrical mobility. A portion of the
size-selected aerosol was sampled into a condensation particle counter (CPC) (TSI, model 3786) to monitor the
gas phase particle concentration, typically 104 particles/cm3 at the peak of the size distribution.
The radii measurement from DMA was considerably larger than that nominally specified by the manufacturer,
PostNova Analytics (Germany), who reported a radius of 68.5 nm spheres and a coefficient of variance of 2.3%.
Our DMA measurement of the radii, 69.6±3.4 nm, was used for calibration because of its recency and inclusion
of possible post-manufacture growth factors.
Fluctuations in the photon wavelength from pulse to pulse (0.5% r.m.s. variation) were accounted for when
fitting each diffraction pattern, as were fluctuations in the total pulse energies (2% r.m.s. variation) measured
using the ultraviolet fluorescence generated from calibrated nitrogen gas detectors upstream of the interaction
region.6 The incident intensities Iinc from fitting Eq. (2) were normalized using this fluorescence readout such
that all pulses had the same total energy equal to the highest measured pulse energy. Diffraction patterns whose
intensities saturated the x-ray detector’s dynamic range were not considered in these analyses. This is equivalent
to applying an intensity lowpass filter to our data. Although we did not correct for the detector’s potential
non-linear response at higher incident intensities, data with poor fits to Eq. 2 were rejected¶.
Each sphere’s position in the FEL-sample interaction region were unmeasured, hence unaccounted for, but
introduced less than 0.1% uncertainty in each sphere’s determined radius. Since both pattern centering and
sphere sizing depended primarily on the low-resolution features of the spheres, we did not attempt to correct for
errors arising from higher resolution non-sphericities in our latex spheres.
































































































































































Figure 5. Translations and local incident fluence of 625 sphere diffraction patterns. Left: interpolated contour plot of the
average incident photon fluence for patterns that suffer the same translation or angular deviation. The contour plot is
superimposed with the number of patterns with each translation. The zero deviation position was arbitrarily chosen as
the position with most patterns. Right: a similar contour plot showing the maximum local fluence.
¶Fewer than 5% of the data showed such poor fits, some of which were suspected to arise from sphere dimers where
one sphere has mostly occluded another. These data were not included in the 625 patterns shown in this paper.
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Figure 6. Outline of many attenuated FEL pulses captured on a Cerium-doped Yttrium-Aluminium-Garnet (YAG:Ce)
scintillation crystal upstream of the FEL-sample interaction region. The black pixels in the middle of the pulse shape are
artifacts from saturating the crystal’s scintillation response.
The measured translations necessary for pattern-centering and incident fluence from fits to sphere diffraction
patterns are combined in Fig. 5, where pattern translations at the detector were converted to angular deviations
from the nominal center of the pulse focus. The abrupt bottom and right edges of the contour plot in Fig. 5 were
from pulse truncation by the beam guards on the Kirkpatrick-Baez focusing mirrors. The numbers superimposed
on Fig. 5 indicate the number of patterns that suffered each deviation. These numbers sample the distribution of
phase tilts on the average FEL pulse over a 440 µm depth of focus. Similar pulse outlines are also present in the
scintillation figure captured on the YAG screen in Fig. 6. However, the reader should defer detailed comparisons
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Figure 7. Intensity and phase profile of a spherical Gaussian beam (1.8 µm beam waist radius, photon wavelength 1.0
nm). Top: intensity profile as a function of longitudinal and transverse distance. The colors indicate the contours of
maximum beam intensity (red, high; green, low). Bottom: the phase curvature (dashed curves) remains strictly convex
at all defocus distances and vanishes at the beam focus. The spot diameter for the spray of aerosol spheres (see Fig.
2) is 440 µm. The colors indicate the equal phase regions of the wavefront. Far from the focus, this phase curvature
approaches that of a spherical wave. Note the difference in the transverse units from the top and bottom plots. These
plots are azimuthally symmetric when rotated about the pulse propagation axis.
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The r.m.s. variation in divergence angle of the sphere patterns used for Fig. 5 is 0.5 mrad, which is comparable
to the focused pulse’s estimated divergence angle of 0.7 mrad. The former could arise from the pointing instability
of the lasing electron bunches. At hard x-ray wavelengths the pulses from the LCLS should only show a r.m.s.
centroid variation which is 10-20% of the beam size.6 The larger angular deviations we measured suggest that
either our polystyrene spheres were injected away from the pulse focus where there is substantial phase curvature,
or that there were residual phase curvature or phase tilt fluctuations near the pulse focus (within the circular
region in Fig. 2).
If the wavefront of the average FEL pulse were convex then Fig. 5 would correspond to the angular map of the
average pulse’s intensity profile at the interaction region. However, we do not have sufficient evidence to ascertain
such convexity. Despite this, the combination of deviations and intensities in Fig. 5 differs considerably from
that produced by a spherical Gaussian beam near its focus (Fig. 7). Notice from Fig. 7 that the intensity cross
section produced by a spherical Gaussian beam would remain azimuthally symmetric about the beam axis. While
similar deviations were previously predicted to arise from the figure and finish of the mirrors used to direct the
x-ray pulses into the imaging chamber,14 we have insufficient experimental evidence to confirm this. Comparable
variations that were observed in the noisy interior of ablation imprints8 are similarly inconclusive since they
may be an artifact of heating the imprint substrate above its thermal ablation threshold. Nevertheless, similar
pulse to pulse intensity fluctuations have been observed with Hartmann sensors at the extreme-ultraviolet FEL
at FLASH11 which, like LCLS, also generates x-ray lasers via the self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE)
lasing process.
6. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
There are obvious limitations to probing FEL pulses with randomly injected polystyrene spheres. Single illu-
minated spheres only probe the area on each pulse that it intersects. The diameter of the sphere should be
much smaller than the pulse’s Rayleigh length to minimize the variations in pulse phase tilt and intensity during
diffraction. Unlike the fixed lenses on a Hartmann sensor, the unmeasured random positions of our injected
spheres forces us to forgo direct spatial information on the pulse’s wavefront. An exception is when the pulse’s
wavefront is convex, allowing us to relate each sphere’s transverse position during illumination to a unique trans-
lation of its diffraction pattern at the detector. Even then, the sphere’s longitudinal position at illumination
may still be unknown. Furthermore, it is unclear if the distribution in Fig. 5 applies to every pulse or fluctuates
considerably between pulses. Whereas the former only affects randomly injected samples, the latter also impacts
fixed target experiments.
Future extensions of this profiling technique should be focused on addressing the various shortcomings and
unaccounted errors described in this paper.
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